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 Rooted in Anglo-Vedic traditions, our institution takes pride in moulding the 

character of students to reinforce strong values in them so that they can contribute to 

strengthening the social fabric and upholding national pride in a digitally-driven 

world. Knowledge intertwined with technical skills and human values can ensure 

holistic well-being in the contemporary society which faces challenges of 

disintegration due to narrow-mindedness and 

class-conflicts. The only way society can march 

ahead on road to phenomenal growth is by going 

back to the ancient culture as it has been 

envisioned in the New Education Policy 2020.  

True to our mission and vision, we strive to 

organise programmes to facilitate life-skills among 

the stakeholders. Promotion of Vedic values lies 

at the core of our vision. Vedic Scriptures, as vast 

reservoir of ethical principles, are the guiding 

pillars for leading a socially meaningful and 

enriching life. Our Arya Samaj Committee remains steadfast in its commitment to 

create a holistic space for the students so as to inculcate these age-old values in 

them through various platforms.  
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The objectives of the institution include fostering a global perspective among the 

students, learning about our rich heritage, creating awareness about our duties and 

constitutional values, appreciating diversity of our culture and upholding the national 

unity and sovereignty, critically analysing and applying the accumulated knowledge 

to day-to-day life and helping our stakeholders become invaluable team members. 

Havan as an age-old ritual to purify the environment to nurture an overall sense of 

well-being is a distinctive feature of our institution. The committee organises Havan 

and spiritual discourses in the College to generate sensitivity among the 

stakeholders towards the ever-nourishing values of universal brotherhood, women 

empowerment, personal hygiene and environmental consciousness. A calm and 

quiet 

area, 

Rishi 
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Vatika, has been designed for special Yoga and meditation sessions which are 

conducted from time to time in the College.  

Believing fervently in the significant role played by women in bringing about a 

qualitative change in the society, Arya Yuvti Samaj constituted in 2017 continued to 

carry forward the legacy of Arya Samaj and to strengthen the core Vedic values. It 

enshrines the elemental Vedic tenet of Vasudhaiva Kutumbhkam and service for all. 

The committee performs monthly Havan and participate in other Arya Samaj-centric 

activities like declamation contests, discourse on the teachings and life of Maharishi 

Dayanand Saraswati and other renowned visionaries.  

Moreover, a monthly Havan is 

performed and a special feature 

of it is to shower blessings on 

all the staff members and Arya 

Samaj Student Ambassadors 

whose birthdays fall in that 

month. Events such as 

Declamation Contests are 

organised on themes reiterating 

moral and ethical values. 

Important days like Makar 

Sankranti, Guru Purnima and Basant Panchami are celebrated to affirm the 

significance of our ancient 

traditions in the 

contemporary world.  

To seek divine blessings for 

its students in view of the 

upcoming Panjab 

University Examinations 

2022, we organised havan 

yajna. Sh. H.R. Gandhar, 

Vice President, DAV 
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College Managing 

Committee, New 

Delhi and Mrs. 

Sudesh Gandhar, 

Senior Governing 

Body Member of 

various DAV 

institutions graced 

the occasion with 

their presence and 

wished the 

students for the 

upcoming exams. Prayers to the holy fire amidst chanting of shlokas and mantras 

soaked the atmosphere in divinity. The staff members whose birthdays fall in the 

month of June were also blessed with garlands on this occasion. The winners of 

Bhor Suhani organised by Character Building Committee of the college were also 

felicitated after the havan.  
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Link to the activity:  

https://www.facebook.com/MCMDAVCW/photos/a.239819746484286/13706369667

35886/?type=3  

The Arya Samaj Committee marked the 

celebration of DAV Foundation Day 

(02.06.2022) with great fervour. The 

day, marking the establishment of the 

first DAV institution by Mahatma Hansraj 

on 1st June 1886 in the memory of 

Swami Dayanand Saraswati ji, holds 

immense significance for the DAV 

fraternity and was celebrated in a 

befitting manner by the college. During 

the celebration, the staff and students 

chanted mantras, followed by soulful 

bhajan renditions by faculty members 

and students.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/MCMDAVCW/photos/a.239819746484286/1370636966735886/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/MCMDAVCW/photos/a.239819746484286/1370636966735886/?type=3
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Link to the activity:  

https://www.facebook.com/MCMDAVCW/photos/a.239819746484286/13664784904

85067/?type=3  

Various programmes 

are conducted to 

generate awareness 

about issues like 

drug-de addiction, 

mental health, self-

esteem and role of 

youth in reinforcing 

cultural unity in our 

country. Equipped with the right life-skills and respect for our rich legacy, students 

are being groomed to apply the educational values to their day-to-day life, thereby 

making their academic journey more relevant and meaningful. In an endeavour to 

lead by example, Principal Dr Nisha Bhargava and Dr Seema Kanwar participated in 

the 1001 kundiya havan on Swami Shradhanand Balidaan Divas during the 

24th Varshik Utsav held at Mahatma Hansraj Public School, Panchkula on 

23rd December 2021. On 21.02.2022, Students from Department of Sanskrit 

participated at National level Havan Competition at Sohan Lal DAV College of 

Education, Ambala an bagged second position. 

True to the ancient Indian values enshrined in the principles of Arya Samaj, we 

reaffirm our faith in the perennial force of Nature as a source of life and sustenance. 

We practise this faith wholeheartedly and believe that the purity of thought and 

action is invariably intertwined with the food we eat. Our endeavours to propagate 

sustainable development are clearly manifested in our urban farming measures 

which have grown exponentially in the last few years. From very modest beginnings 

into growing vegetables ecologically using no pesticides, we have come a long way 

and our rich and bountiful haul of vegetables and fruits is distributed among the staff 

members, true to the idea of 'Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam'.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/MCMDAVCW/photos/a.239819746484286/1366478490485067/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/MCMDAVCW/photos/a.239819746484286/1366478490485067/?type=3
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Moreover, we continue the rich Indian tradition of Naturopathy as we have a Herbal 

Garden, full of medicinal plants. These initiatives have been appreciated by the 

Chandigarh Administration on various platforms and the award of 'Best Herbal 

Garden' was conferred on our institution in May 2022. 

The college hosted a vast array of programmes such 

as Republic Day quiz, Independence Day 

Celebration, Baisakhi with 'Savour the Flavours of 

India', World Atmosphere Day, Earth Day, Van 

Mahotsav Celebration etc. to mark India@75 Azadi 

Ka Amrit Mahotsav during the academic session 

2021-22. Online Quiz on ‘Dr. B.R. Ambedkar’, was 

also organized to uphold the constitutional values. 

 
BAISAKHI WITH 'SAVOUR THE FLAVOURS OF INDIA  
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VAN MAHOTSAV AND WORLD NATURE CONSERVATION DAY  

      RASHTRIYA POSHAN MAAH                             WORLD BAMBOO DAY  

PLASTIC COLLECTION DRIVES- SOCIAL OUTREACH 
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Appropriate web in the Institutional website: 

• https://mcmdavcwchd.edu.in/institutional-distinctiveness-2/  

• https://mcmdavcwchd.edu.in/societies-and-clubs-

reports/#1626253525237-b4e0f41d-ae0a  

• https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100063899656904  

• https://mcmdavcwchd.edu.in/ebsb/#1614164782043-757c8942-56c3  

• https://youtu.be/XAgfTnauUK0 

• https://youtu.be/7qE94L7HUlk 

 

 

 

 

https://mcmdavcwchd.edu.in/institutional-distinctiveness-2/
https://mcmdavcwchd.edu.in/societies-and-clubs-reports/#1626253525237-b4e0f41d-ae0a
https://mcmdavcwchd.edu.in/societies-and-clubs-reports/#1626253525237-b4e0f41d-ae0a
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100063899656904
https://mcmdavcwchd.edu.in/ebsb/#1614164782043-757c8942-56c3
https://youtu.be/XAgfTnauUK0
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